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On November 9,1984, two farm lending cooperatives in
Nebraska announced that they were freezing the stock
that their borrowers must hold in them. Several years of
low farm income had caused many of the co-ops' borrowers to fall behind in their debt payments, and losses
on these loans had depleted the co-ops' financial reserves.
As a result, the co-ops had to suspend their normal
procedures for buying back at its original price the stock of
those who paid off their loans. Instead, the co-ops were to
be liquidated, and the stockholders were eventually to
receive their share of whatever assets remained after the
co-ops' debts were paid. By December 1985, these
liquidations still weren't complete, so stockholders still
didn't know how much they will receive.
Though the failed Nebraska co-ops were relatively
small, their problems concerned farmers across the United States. The co-ops were two of hundreds of local farm
lending cooperatives in the nationwide Farm Credit System (FCS), whose farm loan portfolio of over $60 billion makes it the nation's largest farm lender. The stock
freeze at the two Nebraska co-ops thus reminded hundreds of thousands of farmers who bought stock in FCS
co-ops in order to borrow from them that this stock might
be at risk. Furthermore, that risk may have seemed to be
growing, because the farm depression largely responsible
for the liquidations seemed to be worsening. The following summer, in fact, the system's chief regulator publicly
questioned whether the FCS, and thus the value of its
stock, could be preserved without federal assistance
(McCoy 1985b).
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The farmers' worries, in turn, aggravated the system's
problems. Stories began circulating that fear of losses on
their stock was causing farmers to try to pay off their coop loans early in order to redeem their stock at full price.
Of course, this effort is most feasible for the system's
financially strongest borrowers, those with the liquidity to
finance themselves or the wealth and earning power to
easily obtain financing from other lenders. The effect of
such an exodus from the FCS would be a decline in both
the size and quality of the system's already troubled loan
portfolio. By some accounts, this exodus has been occurring. For example, most of the agricultural bankers
surveyed by the American Bankers Association in mid1985 reported getting requests for refinancing from FCS
borrowers, and one of the main reasons given for those
requests was the farmers' concern that FCS stock "might
not be recoverable" (Herr 1985, p. 6). On average, banks
reporting such requests received 13 of them, but granted
only 2 or 3—presumably those of financially healthy
FCS borrowers.
Despite reports that concern about taking losses on%
FCS stock is driving some financially strong farmers out
of the system, the number of FCS borrowers who have
actually lost money on their stock remains very small.
Therefore, skeptics might wonder whether farmers' worries about this stock significantly affect their decisions
about where to borrow. Such skeptics must acknowledge,
though, that the system's farm loan portfolio has declined
in size and quality recently, and they might even agree
that the decline has been greater among FCS co-ops than
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among farm banks. They could still counter, however,
that most of the decline in the system's portfolio has
probably been caused by other factors—the lost size, by
the overall decline in farm borrowing, the increase in
federal government farm lending, and the more competitive interest rates offered by farm banks; the lost quality,
by that rate competition and, mostly, by the general
depression of farm income and asset values.
Here I won't try to either support or rebut these
skeptical views. I agree that much, and perhaps most, of
the decline in the system's farm loan portfolio can be
explained without regard to the risk of loss on FCS stock.
Furthermore, even rough estimates of how much this risk
has actually risen and thus contributed to the decline in
the system's portfolio depend on factors that I will not
analyze in depth, such as the size of FCS capital reserves
and problem loans, their distribution among FCS co-ops
and the workability of arrangements to share them among
co-ops, the federal government's willingness to extend
financial aid to the system, and farmers' views of the
riskiness of co-op stock. What I will do here is demonstrate that the FCS portfolio has in fact declined with
farmers' fortunes recently and try to explain in detail both
how an increase in the riskiness of FCS stock has played
at least a small part in reinforcing the decline and how its
role could be larger under certain circumstances. That
possibility raises the question of how the system's
portfolio declines should be responded to by the FCS, its
regulators, and the federal government (which recently
established procedures to aid this commercial lender). I
will therefore conclude by explaining why that is a difficult question, one involving the fundamental issue of how
risk is shared in these co-ops.
T h e F o r t u n e s of F a r m e r s
and Their Lenders
The basic business of the FCS is to sell its securities in the
money market and lend the proceeds to its stockholders,
or members, who are mostly farmers. In the 1970s that
business was prosperous, and the FCS was able to
significantly enlarge its loan portfolio with apparently no
serious increase in problem loans. In the 1980s, however,
the system's business soured, as depressed prices for farm
products and assets led to widespread losses on agricultural loans. Partly as a result, the FCS portfolio of
farm loans declined in size and quality.

A Network of Farm Lending

Co-ops

As a group, U.S. farmers are big borrowers. At the end of
1985, they collectively owed $194 billion, much more
than the foreign debts of well known borrowing countries

like Argentina or Brazil (Melichar, forthcoming).1 A bit
more than half of this debt consists of loans secured by
first mortgages on farm real estate. Non-real estate debt is
backed primarily by nonland physical capital (equipment
or livestock, for example), the debtor's capacity to
generate income (from either farm assets or off-farm
employment), and second and third mortgages on farm
real estate. Besides their individual businesses, farmers
also own many agricultural processing and marketing coops, which are also deeply in debt (Ginder, Stone, and
Otto, undated).
Again, farmers' single biggest source of credit is the
FCS. At the end of 1985, it held $61 billion, or almost
one-third, of their debt (Melichar, forthcoming). The
FCS provides both real estate and non-real estate credit
to both farmers and farm co-ops across the nation. It is
divided along functional and geographic lines, with
separate real estate, non-real estate, and farm co-op
lending organizations in each of 12 FCS districts. (See
the accompanying chart.)
Farm real estate lending is the system's primary
activity. Each of the 12 FCS districts has a Federal Land
Bank to make loans, mostly to farmers, that are secured
by first mortgages on farm and rural real estate. The land
banks operate through hundreds of local Federal Land
Bank Associations that process and provide advice on
farmers' loans. As of December 1985, the 12 land banks
held over $45 billion in real estate loans to farmers, or
about 74 percent of the system's total farm loan portfolio
and 42 percent of farmers' total real estate debt (Melichar,
forthcoming).
All of these FCS real estate lenders are directly or
indirectly borrower-owned co-ops. To get a mortgage
from a Federal Land Bank, a farmer typically agrees to
use 5 percent of the loan to buy nontransferable voting
stock in the farmer's local Federal Land Bank Association. That association then buys an equal amount of stock
in the district's land bank, which entitles the association's
directors to participate in the election of the FCS district
board of directors.
Non-real estate lending to farmers is the system's
second biggest activity, and it, too, is done by borrowerowned co-ops. FCS non-real estate loans are both
processed and made primarily at the local level by
hundreds of Production Credit Associations. The associations in each FCS district get most of the funds they lend
by borrowing from the district's Federal Intermediate
1
At least 10 percent of the debt I am attributing to farmers is actually held by
farm landlords rather than active farmers.
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